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Introduction
The Pell Grant program helps low- and middle-income students earn degrees and certificates from a
wide variety of postsecondary schools, including community colleges, vocational schools, liberal arts
colleges, religious colleges, research universities, and many more. Eligible students can use their Pell
dollars to finance undergraduate studies leading to four-year college degrees, two-year academic and
occupational degrees, and certificates of varying lengths in a wide variety of subject areas including
career programs. However, in order for students to use their Pell Grant, the programs must be offered
on a for-credit basis, be approved by an accreditor and authorized by a state, and provide no less than
16 credits or 600 clock hours of instruction over the course of 15 weeks.
Currently, some stakeholders are advocating for relaxing these program eligibility requirements, suggesting that even shorter programs can provide a needed alternative to existing certificate and degree
programs. Advocates also suggest these programs offer increased opportunities for meaningful employment to students who are uninterested in or unable to complete a longer program. Proponents
assert that these very short programs, generally known as workforce programs and not necessarily accredited, are uniquely flexible and responsive to local industry and employer needs and meet the needs
of students seeking a rapid path to improved workforce opportunities and earnings.
Existing sources of support for workforce training programs may suffer from inadequate funding.1 Similar to students enrolled in programs already eligible for the Pell Grant, cost may be a significant barrier
for low-income individuals seeking to attend very short-term training programs. In response, legislators
have proposed expanding Pell Grant eligibility to programs as short as eight weeks, including workforce programs that are offered on a not-for-credit basis.2 These programs may receive less scrutiny
from accreditors and other overseers of quality.3
There is no national source of data on short-term programs under consideration for new Pell Grant
eligibility, and little is known about the number of programs that would be affected by these proposals
or how well they currently serve students. Existing research into certificate programs suggests positive
but modest benefits that may last only a few years, but it fails to distinguish short-term programs from
longer certificate programs that are already eligible for Pell Grants.4
In order to move beyond the anecdotal and shed light on the promise to students and taxpayers of
programs that could become newly eligible for Pell Grants under pending legislative proposals, we
analyzed data on short-term programs in three states that collect and maintain it: Texas, Missouri, and
Iowa.5 Combined, these data are some of the most robust available for short-term programs, yet they
still do not capture a potentially large segment of existing short-term programs that could be made eligible for Pell Grants. Important information gaps remain, including consistent data on program length
and student outcomes. Furthermore, strengths and limitations unique to each source of data make it
difficult to make fair comparisons across states.
Analysis of the state-level data we received shows that very short-term education and training programs
are diverse in their length and focus. Some programs provide demonstrable value to students in immediate employment outcomes while others do not. The outcome data available demonstrate highly
variable returns.
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Examples of variation include:
•

Short-term programs have a wide variety of lengths. In Texas, for example, the non-credit shortterm programs we identified are typically 490 contact hours, but required instruction time for
these programs ranges from 208 to 598 contact hours.

•

These programs are offered in a wide range of fields, and while non-credit programs appear to
play a major role in this space, we also identified a substantial number of short-term programs offered by colleges for academic credit. For example, 57 percent of short-term programs identified
in Texas are offered for credit.

•

Post-enrollment employment outcomes for students in short-term programs also vary widely. In
Iowa, for example, more than half of students attended programs where graduates earned an
average of about $35,100. However, 44 percent of students attended health-related programs
where they went on to earn about $17,200.

This report begins with an overview of the Pell Grant program’s current standards, followed by our
methodology and brief discussion of our findings. Turning to each state, we proceed to ask what each
data source shows about the short-term program landscape, including:
•

How many short-term programs currently exist, and how long are they?

•

How much do these programs cost, and how do students currently pay for them?

•

What kinds of industries do they aim to prepare students for?

•

Who currently enrolls in short-term programs, and how well do they fare after enrolling?

We highlight throughout the key methodological challenges we encountered, which underscore the
need for better data and data systems capable of assessing the quality and payoff of programs not currently eligible for the Pell Grant.

Current Federal Aid Eligibility, Existing Proposals, and a History
Meriting Caution
Each year, the Federal Pell Grant allows 7.5 million students to pursue postsecondary education. Students, schools, and programs must each meet eligibility requirements. Students must demonstrate significant financial need through the federal financial aid application and meet a small number of other,
limited requirements. The vast majority of Pell recipients have incomes below $40,000.
Schools must be accredited, authorized by at least one state, and meet other requirements established
by federal law. However, a school’s eligibility does not necessarily extend to all of its programs. Programs must be included within the scope of the school’s accreditation and state authorization. In addition, among other requirements, programs must be offered for a minimum of 16 semester credits or 600
clock hours over the course of 15 weeks to be eligible for Pell Grants.
Students enrolled in programs too short to qualify for Pell Grants may borrow federal loans, as long as
those programs provide at least 300 clock hours of instruction over no less than 10 weeks, have been
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in existence for at least one year, and have verified graduation and job placement rates of 70 percent,
among other standards.6 These requirements were established under the George H. W. Bush Administration in 1992 after high-profile cases of fraud and abuse of federal aid funds and years of high student
loan default rates.7 While other provisions in the 1992 Amendments to the Higher Education Act were
aimed at all programs offered by for-profit institutions, Congress applied these requirements to all
short-term vocational programs, regardless of the institution offering them. However, it is not clear that
many institutions offer loans to students enrolling in shorter programs.
Several existing legislative proposals would extend the Pell Grant to programs as short as 150 clock
hours over as few as eight weeks, including non-credit programs that meet the reduced length requirements. None set any specific standards for completion or labor market outcomes, though some do
include additional requirements that programs be aligned with guidelines established under the Workforce Investment Opportunities Act (WIOA).
Our analysis focuses on programs too short under current Pell Grant eligibility rules that provide at least
150 clock hours of instruction over no less than eight weeks. Importantly, because this report focuses on
what existing data show about these short-term programs already being offered, we cannot take into
account how the short-term program landscape may change in response to an influx of newly available
federal funding. New providers may enter the space, and existing providers could create or alter programs to make them Pell eligible under new rules. The history of abuse of federal student aid, including
the altering of program length to evade accountability, underscores the need to carefully approach
potential changes to current program eligibility standards.8

Methodology and Data
We received data on programs in Texas, Missouri, and Iowa, each of which we identified from research
and conversations with experts as having relatively robust postsecondary data systems that include at
least some information on short-term programs specifically.9
Each of our sources of data include a different universe of programs:
•

Texas data include programs in all of the state’s community and technical colleges;

•

Missouri data include all education and training programs registered with the state’s Department
of Higher Education, the Division of Workforce Development, or both; and

•

Iowa data include only those programs in the state’s community college system.

We limited our interest to short-term programs offered either for credit or on a non-credit basis by
an accredited institution eligible for federal financial aid. We sought information about the programs
themselves (for example, program length, industry focus, cost), their students (earnings before enrollment, demographic data), and student outcomes (completion, attainment of industry-recognized credentials, post-enrollment employment and earnings). Each data source included different variables, and
where similar variables were tracked, metrics were calculated differently across different sources. This
is particularly true for outcome data, which was not widely available. For a complete table of outcome
information available by source, see Appendix A.
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Each of our three data sources has strengths and weaknesses.10 For example, Missouri data include
programs offered by all institutions in the state regardless of whether the institution is public, private,
or for-profit, and has robust data on direct program costs. However, Missouri was unable to provide
any student demographic or enrollment data. And while Missouri does calculate wage and employment outcomes for the mostly public programs with participant and completion data, the state’s data
processing systems were not yet at the stage to facilitate inclusion of these measures in the data we
received. Both Iowa and Texas data include state-calculated labor market outcomes. No demographic,
completion or credential attainment rate data were available from any of the three data states.11

TABLE 1: Programs and Notable Variables Included in Each Data Source
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Challenges of Identifying Program Length
None of our three data sources currently tracks short-term programs in a way that allows
a simple determination of whether their length falls within the range proposed by the legislative proposals. Program length determinations for Pell Grant eligibility hinge on both
a minimum amount of instruction time (either credit hour or clock hours) and a minimum
period of time over which that instruction is received (typically weeks). Both thresholds
stem from the need for objective standards in program substance, and measures for both
are well established for traditional for-credit programs.
However, data on both hours and weeks are not routinely available. All our data sources
include programs of varying lengths, requiring us to identify the actual program length in
order to isolate only short-term programs falling within the length of interest. At the same
time, none of the data we received included both contact or credit hours and the number
of weeks over which those instruction hours are delivered. For example, data from both
Texas and Iowa include information on a program’s credit or contact hours but not the
number of weeks of a program. Required program length in Missouri data are reported in
either credits, contact hours, days, or months. In Iowa, the contact hour data for non-credit
programs represent contact hours accumulated, rather than required, for program completion, and these data are furthermore reported differently across different reports (for
example, with precise hours in one file and grouped into three categories in another). For
more information on the program length data available by source, see Appendix B.
Moreover, because the existing short-term programs are not currently governed by clear
standards regarding minimum time over which instruction is received, the same short-term
program might be offered at the same school with similar hours of instruction delivered
over different periods of time. A student in a single program requiring 150 contact hours
could be attending a ten-hour session held once a week for 15 weeks, a ten-hour session
that runs Monday through Friday for three weeks, or an eight-hour session every Saturday
and Sunday for just over nine weeks. Short-term programs’ unique potential strength of
flexible scheduling may itself play a role in complicating program-length eligibility determinations that align with current standards.
The federal student aid program furthermore measures instructional time in either credit hours or “clock hours,” which are defined by regulation.12 However, our data sources
use either credit hours or “contact hours,” which could mean different things in different
states. For the purposes of our analysis, we assume the terms “clock hour” and “contact
hour” are equivalent.
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Discussion of Key Findings
There is no national source of data on short-term programs under consideration for new Pell Grant
eligibility. Even among the states that collect useful data on such programs, gaps in the available information on duration, providers, fields of study, industry alignment, and student outcomes remain. Policymakers, advocates, and schools exploring an expansion of the federal Pell Grant program to types of instructional activity that remain beyond the scope of current federal data systems needed to administer
the program will need to address this challenge head on.
The best available data show that short-term programs vary tremendously in occupational focus, duration, enrollment, and student outcomes. Some short-term programs provide value to students, at least
in terms of short-term employment outcomes. However, results are highly diverse, and some programs
achieve poor results.

How Many Short-Term Programs Are There?
The data we received offer more detail on short-term programs than is available from any federal data
source. Yet, the true number of short-term programs offered in the systems and states for which we
have data remains out of reach because required program length data for programs included in established data systems are reported inconsistently across (and sometimes within) different sources.
Because of variations in state-level data reporting requirements and data systems, the
number of short-term programs identified in each state are not directly comparable.
Moreover, short-term program counts may not be complete within a state or system.
For example, we identified 343 short-term programs in Texas, but an unknown number
of additional short-term workforce training programs designed to fulfill the customized
needs of a specific local employer or industry are not overseen by the state and do not
appear in the Texas data. Similarly, programs leading to Occupational Skills Awards,
which are a set of sequenced workforce courses designed to meet the WIOA requirements of the Texas Workforce Commission, may appear in the state’s public labor market outcomes reports but are not captured in the data set that tracks program length.13

What Do Short-Term Programs Look Like?

Short-term programs can operate
without any state
or system-wide
reporting requirements, leading to a
potentially significant but unknown
number of shortterm programs not
captured in data.

Our research suggests a very diverse landscape of short-term programs. These programs are offered
in a wide range of fields. The data suggest that the focus of short-term programs may vary by state.
Health-related professions are the most common short-term program focus in Missouri, and in Texas, a
plurality of short-term programs are associated with education, training, and library occupations.
At the same time, inconsistencies in how data are reported and the different universes of programs
included in each data source complicate direct comparisons of program focus across sources. Both
Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) and Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) codes can
be used to shed light on types of short-term program activity. Where SOC codes describe and classify occupational categories and can identify the career or job for which a program is designed to train
a student,14 CIP codes describe categories of educational activity.15 None of our three data sources
THE INSTITUTE FOR COLLEGE ACCESS & SUCCESS
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included each program’s associated SOC code, but all had a program’s CIP code, which can be linked
to one or more SOC codes to shed light on which occupational groups are associated with a program’s
educational focus.16
While non-credit programs appear to play a major role in this space, we also identified a substantial
number of short-term programs offered for academic credit.17 While all of our data sources include at
least some non-credit programs, the true share of short-term programs that are non-credit remains
unknowable using data provided by two of our three states. In Missouri, whose data are inclusive of all
programs (both credit and non-credit) offered in the state, 32 percent of short-term programs were offered for credit. Where data include both for-credit and non-credit short-term programs, the breakdown
of programs by credit status varies tremendously.

How Long Are Short-Term Programs?
Available data suggest that the length of programs falling within the range proposed for new Pell Grant
eligibility can vary widely, particularly among non-credit programs. For example, while the non-credit
short-term programs identified in the Texas data are typically 490 contact hours, required instruction
time for these programs ranges from 208 to 598 contact hours.
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Short-Term Program Structure and Flexible Scheduling
In Missouri, non-traditional program schedules are common: 61 percent of short-term
programs identified in the Missouri data are offered during the evening and 31 percent are
offered on the weekend. Scheduling data were not provided by the other states. Schools
can and do offer programs that train students for the same credential over different periods
of time. Other insight about program structure, such as whether or not the program is
part of a pathway or offered as a stackable credential, remains out of reach in the data
we received. While such program structure may be common, single programs offering
a sequence of certifications, or which are part of a broader combination of potential
certifications, can also present challenges to data reporting. In the same way that a program
offering training in Microsoft Office Suite may provide students an opportunity to receive
certifications in each product within the Suite, a program training students for an industry
recognized certification may include bundled credentials that allow or require a student to
accumulate multiple certifications along the way to completing a single program. Bundled
credentialing can complicate the interpretation of reported outcomes, especially where
bundled credentials are not clearly distinguishable by award size in the same way credit
awards can be counted by “highest award.”
Furthermore, depending on the credential or credentials for which a program trains
students, a distinct program with a distinct credential offered at one school can be offered
as part of a longer pathway or bundled with other credentials at another school. This
complicates fair comparisons across different institutions.
Program-level data may mask what is part of an individualized, cafeteria style, or guided
pathway structure that offers students multiple options to the same credential or multiple
but connected programs to continue training or upskilling. Where data reporting requires
a static definition of a program, tying an identifiable industry-recognized credential to a
program may be one option for ensuring quality.
Similarly, a single program can lead to a standalone credential, be a sequential step in a
specific industry pathway, or both. For example, a student may complete a Certified Medical
Assistant credential and never pursue further training, and another may continue training
with a Phlebotomy credential.18 Such flexibility in the short-term program space, which
may be a unique strength of short-term programs, makes it difficult to distinguish in the
data we received how different programs and credentials may relate to each other. It also
makes it difficult to understand how the path on which students pursue various credential
opportunities relates to their economic outcomes following credential attainment.
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How Are Programs Currently Funded?
Our data do not clarify what federal, state, institutional, and local funding short-term programs currently receive. Particularly unfortunate are the absence of data on program-specific levels of funding, from
either employers or through Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA).
The goal of short-term programs aligns with the purpose of WIOA, which seeks to “help job seekers
access employment, education, training, and support services to succeed in the labor market and to
match employers with the skilled workers they need to compete in the global economy.”19 The Center
for Law and Social Policy (CLASP) notes that Title I of WIOA is “the primary source of federal workforce
development funding to prepare low-income adults, youth, and dislocated workers for employment
and to help them continue to build skills once they are employed.”20 Existing legislative proposals to
expand Pell Grants to short-term programs may refer to WIOA standards and encourage alignment
with existing data reporting and quality assurance mechanisms provided by WIOA.
Only data from Missouri include an indication of which short-term programs have requested WIOA
eligibility. These data show that 89 percent of the 199 short-term programs identified in the state are
registered on the state’s eligible training provider list.21
A number of programs are also directly supported through donations of equipment from local industries and employers, but the number of these programs or employers directly benefiting from these
arrangements could not be included in any of the data we received.

Who Enrolls in Short-Term Programs?
None of our three data sources included information on the demographics of students enrolling in
short-term programs. Iowa is the only data source that captures pre-enrollment educational attainment
or employment of students in short-term programs. Nine percent of students enrolled in non-credit
short-term programs in the Iowa Community College System had earned a credit award prior to enrollment. A majority of students enrolled in these programs are employed both prior to and during enrollment.

How Do Students Typically Cover Tuition Costs?
Missouri data offer tremendous insights into the direct costs of short-term programs. However, none of
our data sources offered any information about the typical amounts students actually pay out of pocket
or the amount covered by any particular source, including federal or private loans. The lack of data on
borrowing is a particular shortcoming given that students in some of the programs identified could be
eligible for federal student loans.

How Do Students Fare After Short-Term Program Enrollment?
Information on how students attending short-term programs typically fare are not consistently available
across our three data sources. The available data suggest that some programs produce good post-enrollment employment and earnings outcomes. Others do not.
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Earning the industry-recognized credential associated with a single program can involve requirements
beyond program completion, such as a test or a required number of hours of practice. Short-term
programs’ promise of a fast path to employment in a specific industry makes credential attainment rates
particularly relevant to assessing program quality, but no such data were available.
Likewise, post-enrollment and earnings measures are particularly critical for assessing claims about the
labor market value offered by short-term programs. Where labor market outcome data are available,
they tell an inconsistent story. In Iowa, for example, the 90 percent of students who were employed following enrollment in non-credit short-term programs typically earned $27,000 a year after leaving their
program. At the same time, health-related programs account for 44 percent of non-credit short-term
program enrollment, and employed students leaving these programs typically earned about $17,200,
while the remaining 56 percent of employed students earned about $35,100.

Challenges of Identifying Outcomes Specific to Short-Term Programs, Part 1
Sources reporting outcome metrics did so in ways that required us to use additional data
provided to isolate which of the outcomes reflected only short-term programs. Outcomes
were generally able to be isolated for only a very small share of programs identified in the
sources for which any outcome data were available. For example, Missouri credential attainment rate data were reported for all programs sharing a four-digit CIP code, which grouped
together six-digit CIP programs of different lengths. Credential attainment rates were able
to be isolated for only 10 short-term programs. Due to this very small sample size, we do
not report these data. Texas labor market outcome data similarly reflect groups of programs
of different lengths, and just 7 percent of these program groups included only short-term
programs.

The fact that labor market outcomes specific to short-term programs, when available, can reflect only a
small share of short-term programs identified, calls for caution in generalizing outcomes of these programs to the full landscape of short-term programs.
Only data from Texas and Iowa include any labor market outcome data, and the metrics available are
not consistently defined across sources. For example, Texas’ employment rate is calculated as the share
of graduates found working during the fourth quarter of the calendar year in which a student completed the program, and Iowa Community Colleges’ employment rate is calculated as the share of students
no longer enrolled and found working in at least one of the four quarters following the student’s program exit. Small cohort sizes for non-credit programs furthermore lead to the suppression of outcomes
for a significant number of short-term programs; for example, earnings and employment data are not
reported for a third of the short-term programs in the Iowa non-credit outcome report and 28 percent
of the short-term program groups in Texas, as a result of small cohort size.
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Some short-term
programs can pay
off for graduates,
but available labor
market outcome
data tell an
inconsistent story.

The available employment and earnings data show that some short-term programs
can produce labor market benefits for graduates, but typical post-enrollment earnings
vary widely. Variable labor market outcomes are not unique to the short-term program
space.22 However, they do underscore the need for quality assurance should additional
programs be made eligible for the Pell Grant in order to prevent the proliferation of
low-quality programs. At the same time, available data are not able to identify consistent characteristics of high-quality short-term programs that are needed to inform
the development of quality guardrails appropriate for ensuring short-term programs
achieve their specific goals.

For a full table of the outcome data available by source, see Appendix Table A.

To What Extent Are Employers Engaged with Program Development?
Recognizing that short-term programs may offer unique value in allowing nimble responsiveness to
changing local labor markets and specific local employer needs, legislative proposals seek to require
some degree of engagement with local industry.
Employers themselves may play a key role in supporting short-term programs, including through engagement with curriculum development as well as financial support. Yet our data cannot speak to the
extent to which local industries or employers support either the development or funding of specific
programs nor whether providing federal funds could supplant rather than supplement these local investments.

Short-Term Programs in Texas
About the Data
Our Texas data consist of a program inventory provided by Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board,23 and the Texas state Gainful Employment (GE) outcome data available online.24 Both of these
data include non-credit (continuing education (CE))25 and for-credit (non-CE) Level 1 certificate programs offered at Texas public community, state, and technical colleges.26 The program inventory data
were merged with the 2016 GE data file to identify outcomes specific to short-term programs isolated in
the inventory file.

Program Characteristics
College/Division
Texas inventory data show 343 short-term programs offered at 70 institutions, over half (57%) of which
are offered for credit.
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Program Length
The 149 identified short-term non-credit continuing education programs in Texas are typically offered
for 490 contact hours, ranging from 208 to 598 contact hours. All but one of the 194 short-term for-credit programs in Texas are offered for the equivalent of 563 contact hours (15 credits).

Industry Focus
One-third (34%) of the short-term programs in the Texas program inventory are associated with education, training, and library occupations, according to an analysis of
the SOC codes associated with the CIP codes included in the Texas data. Another 21
percent are associated with management occupations.27
The table on the following page shows Texas program length information by occupational focus, with for-credit programs’ credit hours converted to contact hours.28
For-credit programs are typically longer than non-credit programs, and their program
length across occupational focus does not vary anywhere near as much as non-credit
programs. While for-credit programs are all typically the same length (the equivalent of
563 contact hours), non-credit Texas programs range from an average of 336 contact
hours among arts, design, entertainment, and sports programs to 534 among protective
service programs. Program length also varies widely within non-credit programs sharing
an occupational focus. For example, the 46 non-credit installation, maintenance, and
repair programs range from 296 to 576 contact hours.

Short-term
programs offered
for credit in Texas
are typically
longer than noncredit programs,
with less variation
across and within
industry focus.
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TABLE 2: Texas Program Length by Industry Focus and Credit Status
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Program Outcomes
Labor Market Outcomes
Outcome data specific to short-term programs in Texas were limited to 29 groups of similar shortterm programs at a single institution.29 The outcomes identified for the 29 short-term program groups
reflect a total of 1,433 graduates (1,300 non-credit graduates, and 133 for-credit graduates). Employment counts were available for 19 of 29 short-term program groups, allowing us to derive an overall
post-completion employment rate of 79 percent.30

Challenges of Identifying Outcomes Specific to Short-Term Programs, Part 2
Our Texas data come from two different sources that we merge in order to isolate outcomes of short-term
programs specifically. Unfortunately, the way programs are reported in each of these sources means that
we were able to identify outcomes for only a very small share of short-term programs.
Both the Texas program inventory and the state’s Gainful Employment (GE) outcome data include a
six-digit CIP code, credit status, and institution name for each program.31 However, only the inventory file
includes the program’s length. In other words, the GE file reports outcomes for all certificate programs
sharing a six-digit CIP and credit status at a single institution regardless of their length (“program groups”).
For example, Texas’ program inventory report shows two for-credit Administrative Assistant and Secretarial Science, General Certificate programs (CIP 520401) at Coastal Bend College, one of which is classified
as a short-term program (15 semester credit hours) and one that is not (39 semester credit hours). Meanwhile, the GE report includes only one for-credit certificate offering under CIP 520401 at Coastal Bend
College.
Similarly, the program inventory report shows two non-credit Culinary Arts/Chef Training Certificate program (CIP 120503) at Alvin Community College – one of which is a short-term program (416 contact hours)
and another that is not (768 contact hours). The GE report shows only one.
Because labor market outcomes in the GE report are reported for program groups that include programs
of varying lengths, rather than by programs of unique length, isolating outcomes for the 343 short-term
programs identified in the inventory data required us to group together programs in the inventory file to
align with how the data are reported in the GE file.32
After creating program groups that allowed us to match the inventory programs to the GE file, we subsequently identified which of those groups contained only short-term programs in order to isolate outcomes
that reflect only short-term programs. Most (85%) of the program groups created from the inventory file
contained no short-term programs and 7 percent of the groups included a mix of programs with variable
lengths. Only program groups that consisted exclusively of short-term programs were included in our outcomes analysis.33
Ultimately, just 7 percent (140) of the program groups in the inventory file consist exclusively of shortterm programs, and outcomes were available for just 29 (21%) of those 140 groups, because most of the
program groups in the inventory were not found in the corresponding GE file, and other outcomes were
privacy-suppressed due to small cohort sizes.
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Wage data specific to short-term programs in Texas were even more elusive than employment rates,
and reflect even fewer programs and students: The $27,500 median annual wage for short-term programs reflects just 17 program groups and 1,133 working graduates.34

GRAPH 1: Labor Market Outcomes of Texas Programs

Job Trajectories and Goals of Short-Term Programs
Short-term programs can be aimed at a number of different goals such as helping an employed student increase earnings in the same career, moving an unemployed student into
the workforce, or facilitating a career switch. None of the data we received can identify each
program’s particular career trajectory goal. This lack of context, coupled with limited data
on pre-enrollment employment and earnings, makes assessing any available earnings outcomes of short-term program graduates difficult. For example, high post-enrollment earnings may be a function of already skilled students enrolling to further advance their career,
and low post-enrollment earnings may reflect a successful outcome for students with few
other options.
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The 1,056 graduates of the non-credit programs earned $28,890 and the 77 graduates of the for-credit
programs earned $25,940. Wages for both non-credit and credit graduates furthermore vary widely,
from $9,540 (Fire Science/Firefighting program at Tyler Junior College) to $49,920 (Criminal Justice/Police Science program at Alamo Community College-San Antonio College) among for-credit programs,
and from $16,650 (Culinary Arts/Chef Training program at Texarkana College) to $43,710 (EMT Paramedic program at Lamar Institute of Technology) among non-credit programs.

Short-Term Programs in Missouri
About the Data
Our Missouri data come from the state’s single inventory of all programs registered with its Department of Higher Education, the Division of Workforce Development, or both, including both credit and
non-credit programs. The $5 million data collection and reporting effort to bridge the gap between
data on both kinds of programs was supported by a 2014 federal grant that ended in September 2018.35
The state’s data collection effort also resulted in the creation of MoSCORES, a searchable online inventory of all credit and non-credit programs offered at an institution of higher education or an eligible
training provider in the state.36 On MoSCORES, users can find and compare individual programs, or
download employment and wage information reports for a selection of programs. Our Missouri data
are an inventory of all programs on this website, as of December 2018. We received many of the metrics
displayed on the website, including program cost. Other information displayed for some programs on
the website, such as state-calculated completion and earnings metrics, as well as demographic information, were not available for enough programs such that those data could be included in what we received.37 Data from Missouri did include some credential attainment rate data, but it was only possible
to match credential rates to 10 of the 199 short-term programs identified in the inventory.

Program Characteristics
College/Division
We identified 199 programs in Missouri that were offered by an institution eligible for federal financial
aid.38 Sixty-nine percent of these programs are offered at a public two-year college and another 22
percent (44) are offered at a public four-year college, while 6 percent (12) are offered at a non-profit institution and 3 percent (six) at for-profit colleges. About two-thirds (68%) of the short-term programs are
non-credit and 32 percent are offered for-credit.

Program Length
Missouri program data include one measure of program length, expressed in either number of contact
hours, credit hours, days, weeks, or months.39 Two-thirds (117) of the 199 short-term programs identified
are non-credit programs with program length measured in contact hours;40 these programs are typically
offered for 210 contact hours, ranging from 150 to 588. About a quarter (23% or 41 programs) of the
short-term programs are for-credit programs with length measured in credit hours. These programs are
typically 12 credit hours, ranging from nine to 15 credit hours.
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Eleven percent (19) of short-term programs have a program length measured in weeks. These programs, all of which are non-credit, are typically 10 weeks long and range from eight to 14 weeks.

TABLE 3: Missouri Program Length41
s

One-quarter of
the short-term
programs in
Missouri lead to
state licensure,
57 percent lead
to an industryrecognized
credential, and 4
percent lead to
federal licensure.
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Industry Focus
CIP codes in the Missouri data indicate that 30 percent of the short-term programs
identified in Missouri data are health professions. Another 17 percent of Missouri programs focus on business, management, marketing, and related support.
Missouri data also include indications of whether the program leads to state licensure,
federal licensure, or an industry-recognized credential. However, they include no information on the specific associated license or credential. These data show that one-quarter of the short-term programs identified in the Missouri data lead to state licensure,
57 percent lead to an industry-recognized credential, and 4 percent lead to federal
licensure.42 Four programs lead to all three, and 49 programs do not lead to either state
licensure, federal licensure, or an industry-recognized credential.43
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Program Cost
The typical short-term program in Missouri costs students $3,000 (including in-state tuition, fees, books,
tools, supplies, and other costs paid to the institution).44 Typical direct costs vary widely by the type of
institution offering the program, from $2,550 at for-profit colleges (six programs) and $2,950 at public
colleges (161 programs), to $5,020 at non-profit colleges (ten programs). Total Missouri direct program
cost also varies by program focus, from $1,770 (for ten engineering technologies and engineering-related fields programs) to $3,910 (four homeland security, law enforcement, firefighting, and related Protective Services programs).
Missouri program cost data also include breakouts for different types of direct costs. Books typically account for another 5 percent of total program cost (ranging from zero to 41%), and fees 4 percent (ranging from zero to 29%). Across all short-term programs, supplies typically make up 2 percent of program
cost (ranging from zero to 9%). The typical Missouri program’s tuition cost makes up 86 percent of the
total direct program cost, ranging from a low of 40 percent for three types of programs to a high of 100
percent for another three program areas.

Program Outcomes
Our Missouri data do not include any completion rates or labor market outcomes.

Short-Term Programs in Iowa
About the Data
Similar to Missouri, Iowa has prioritized improving the quality and transparency of data on non-credit programs and outcomes through a partnership between the Iowa Department of Education and
Iowa Workforce Development.45 The Iowa data we use come almost exclusively from publicly available
reports on programs offered by the state’s community college system, and they include outcomes for
both credit and non-credit programs.46 Data reflect one-year outcomes for the 2015-2016 academic year
cohort.

Program Characteristics
College/Division
The precise number of non-credit short-term programs in the state’s community college system remains
out of reach with the available data. (See Challenges of Identifying a Unique Short-Term Program on the
following page.)
Current Pell eligibility determinations for for-credit programs were provided by Iowa Community College System, based on both credit hours and linkages to other programs. Due to the way Iowa has
structured many of its for-credit short-term programs as part of a larger program, 145 programs with
fewer than 16 credit hours are already eligible to receive Pell Grants. In fact, just four for-credit shortterm programs are not currently eligible for the Pell Grant.
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Challenges of Identifying a Unique Short-Term Program
Both credit and non-credit programs are classified with CIP codes, which provide a shared
structure for tracking and reporting programs by field of study. While a CIP code can effectively categorize programs by substantive category, programs at the same institution reported under the same CIP code can still vary in award level, instruction time, length, and credit
status. These variations make a CIP code alone insufficient to identify unique programs at a
single college.
Contact hours can be helpful in distinguishing non-credit short-term programs sharing a
CIP from longer programs, but existing data systems may not track required contact hours.
Where contact hour data are available, they can represent accumulated, as opposed to
expected or required, enrollment time. And they can furthermore be reported differently
depending on the purpose of a report.
Moreover, an effort to derive a school’s non-credit program count based on a unique combination of CIP and program length remains complicated and may not reflect how colleges
categorize their own programs. For example, while Iowa tracks all non-credit programs by
CIP code and reports program outcome data by different ranges of contact hours for the
same CIP, individual CIP numbers may or may not represent “individual programs” because
a non-credit program can consist of sets of courses reported under different CIP numbers.
In order to shed light on patterns of enrollment and outcomes in non-credit programs,
Iowa assigns all contact hours accumulated by a student to an identified primary CIP code,
even if the student takes a course or courses outside the CIP, and reports enrollment and
outcomes under that primary CIP code. Iowa further breaks out these data within each CIP
code by groups of contact hours (32-99 contact hours, 100-200 contact hours, and over 200
contact hours). This reporting structure creates reliably sized cohorts for non-credit program
outcomes and enables comparisons between credit and non-credit programs. But as a
result, the Iowa data cannot provide any reliable proxy of the number of unique non-credit
programs represented by a CIP code and associated award level at a single school. Iowa
is currently working to establish a data infrastructure and reporting system to identify and
track unique programs at each school.
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Student Enrollment
No demographic data specific to short-term programs were available from Iowa.47 However, the data do
provide some insight into the general employment and education patterns of students enrolled in the
community college system’s non-credit short-term programs.48 Nine percent of students accumulating
between 150 and 599 contact hours had earned a credit award prior to enrollment. Programs focused
on homeland security, law enforcement, firefighting and related protective services; and computer and
information sciences and support services have the highest shares of students with prior credit awards.

GRAPH 2: Share of Students in Iowa Non-Credit Programs with Prior Credit Award, by Educational
Focus

While most students in short-term programs in the Iowa Community College System enroll with no prior
credit award, the majority of them are employed both prior to and during enrollment.
Across all non-credit short-term program areas in the Iowa data, 70 percent of students were employed
prior to enrollment; this figure ranged from 21 percent among short-term programs focused on agriculture, agriculture operations, and related sciences to 86 percent among homeland security, law enforce-
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ment, firefighting and related protective services programs. Three-quarters of students were employed
during their enrollment, ranging from no students enrolled in agriculture, agriculture operations, and
related sciences programs to 90 percent among students enrolled in programs related to engineering
technologies and engineering-related fields.

Program Outcomes
Labor Market Outcomes
Iowa is one of two data sources that include some reporting on employment and earnings outcomes.
Iowa data include employment rate and median post enrollment earnings for for-credit programs, and
employment rate and median earnings for non-credit programs.
Students who enrolled in non-credit short-term programs identified in the Iowa Community College
data collectively have an employment rate of 90 percent one year after leaving their program, which
is 20 percentage points higher than their collective pre-enrollment employment rate of 70 percent.
Programs focused on engineering technologies and engineering-related, and health professions and
health-related fields had the highest post-enrollment employment rates (96% and 93% respectively).
Employed students in non-credit short-term programs in Iowa typically earn $27,000 in the year following their enrollment, an average increase of $4,350 (19%) over their pre-enrollment annual earnings.49 At
the same time, typical post-enrollment wages range dramatically. The very few students leaving education-related programs had the highest earnings ($76,490 among an enrollment cohort of 13), followed
by those leaving computer and information sciences and support service programs ($61,100 among an
enrollment cohort of 99 students). Programs focused on health-related professions account for 44 percent of all non-credit short-term program enrollment (3,096 students), and the 93 percent of students
employed following enrollment in these programs typically earned $17,240.
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GRAPH 3: Iowa Non-Credit Program Labor Market Outcomes by Educational Focus

Educational Focus (Number of Students in Enrollment Cohort)

Average annual wage changes following enrollment range widely from 2 percent
among transportation programs to a 44 percent increase among health-related professions. In several program areas with particularly high post-enrollment wages, wage
gains were small because students earned high wages prior to enrollment. For instance,
students who graduated from education programs earned $76,490 after enrollment
but had pre-enrollment earnings over $70,000 already. Programs focused on education
related fields were the only group to show a decline in the share of students employed
after enrollment (from 77% prior to enrollment to 69% post-enrollment), and students
in programs focused on transportation and materials moving saw the greatest gains in
employment rates (from 49% to 89%).

Typical postenrollment wage
gains range widely.
In several program
areas with
particularly high
post-enrollment
wages, gains were
small because
students earned
high wages prior to
enrollment.
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TABLE 4: Labor Market Outcomes for Non-Credit Short-Term Programs in Iowa Community College
System
Program Focus, in Descending Order of Post-Enrollment Wages

Outcome data are available for just two of the four short-term for-credit programs that are not currently
eligible for the Pell Grant: the Truck and Bus Driver/Commercial Vehicle Operator and Instructor and
Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic) programs have one year post-enrollment
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employment rates of 93 percent and 87 percent, respectively. Employed students from these programs
typically earned $38,654 and $31,625, respectively, one year following their enrollment.

Conclusion
To inform legislative debates over the potential Pell eligibility of short-term programs, we set out to
identify what state- and system-level data show about these programs, including who enrolls in them
and how well they serve their students. Using data from three states, it was difficult to identify the number of programs operating today that could become newly eligible for Pell Grants under legislative proposals to reduce the current minimum program length requirement and extend eligibility to non-credit
programs. The absence of consistently collected data on existing length requirements of short-term
programs presents a particular and considerable challenge to understanding the scope and scale of
programs being considered for expanded Pell Grant eligibility. Moreover, other key pieces of information – such as student demographics, completion rates, and labor market outcomes – are also inconsistently collected across states and systems that track short-term programs, underscoring not only how
little is known about short-term programs, but how little is knowable with the existing data.
Nonetheless, the data show a diverse landscape of short-term programs focused on a wide range of
fields with different program costs and a range of success rates for students. Some short-term programs
offer students pathways to employment, some of which provide significant earnings. At the same time,
these data demonstrate a very wide range of actual post-enrollment earnings. And while this variability
suggests the need for some quality assurance should Pell Grant eligibility be extended to these programs, available data are not capable of identifying consistent characteristics of programs with relatively
high payoff.
The Pell Grant serves as the federal government’s most important investment in higher education, yet it
has long suffered from inadequate funding, resulting in a historically low purchasing power that already
leaves current recipients more likely to borrow student loans, and more likely to graduate with higher
student debt.50 The grant also suffers from prior cuts to student eligibility, only some of which have
been restored. Congress has more reason than ever to take care in protecting and strengthening this
critical program by meeting the program’s current urgent needs and ensuring it is not put at new risk of
abuse.
Ultimately, available outcome data specific to short-term programs tell an inconsistent story. Given that
the current program length eligibility standards for federal aid are grounded in the history of the abuse
of federal funds, more work is needed for institutions and states to improve their ability to accurately
track information critical to ensuring that students are well served by these programs.
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APPENDIX

TABLE A: Outcomes Variables Available for Analysis by Source
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TABLE B: Available Program Length Variables by Data Source
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